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Abstract— Large-scale non-geostationary orbit (NGSO)1

satellite communication systems (SCSs) are gaining interest2

from industries because of their ubiquitous wireless access and3

backhaul capabilities. However, the NGSO SCSs’ global downlink4

transmission can cause radio frequency interference (RFI) to5

the radio astronomy system (RAS) on earth. Thus, this paper6

first investigates RFI impacts of a large-scale NGSO SCS. Our7

RFI analyses show that a large-scale low earth orbit (LEO) SCS8

completely disrupts RAS’s continuum observation within or9

adjacent to the SCS downlink bands, which limits coexistence10

and growths of both SCS and RAS. To overcome such limitation,11

we propose a new paradigm where SCS and RAS are integrated12

into the NGSO satellite system, thus effectively creating13

large-scale telescopes in orbit. This integrated system not only14

avoids SCS’s RFI to RAS but also offers more spectrum access15

opportunities to both SCS and RAS. In addition, this paper16

addresses two related problems of the new paradigm, namely,17

the spectrum resource allocation problem and the RAS data18

transport problem. Our performance evaluation illustrates the19

advantages of the proposed paradigm in terms of accessible20

spectrum bands, RAS observation performance, and SCS21

maximum mean supportable data rate as well as enabling22

coexistence and growths of both types of services.23

Index Terms— RFI mitigation, NGSO satellites, radio astron-24

omy, integrated system.25

I. INTRODUCTION26

NON-GEOSTATIONARY orbit (NGSO) satellite commu-27

nication systems (SCSs), namely low earth orbit (LEO)28

and medium earth orbit (MEO) systems, have been inves-29

tigated for decades. However, the unsuccessful commercial30

applications of the former NGSO systems launched decades31

ago have reduced further effort to promote such systems for32

years [2]. Recently, due to the increasing demand for ubiqui-33

tous high-speed and low-latency Internet connections as well34

as the rapid development of low-cost commercial spacecraft35
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launching [3], [4], the space industry is planning to launch 36

thousands of NGSO satellites. For instance, companies such 37

as OneWeb and SpaceX are proposing to launch thousands 38

of LEO and MEO satellites [5], [6]. These future NGSO 39

satellites will form a tremendous space backhaul network via 40

inter-satellite links (ISLs) [7] as well as a ubiquitous global 41

wireless access network. 42

Radio astronomy provides a description of the universe and 43

enables testing of laws of fundamental physics, e.g., General 44

Theory of Relativity [8]. It is expanding from a phenom- 45

enological science to astro-physics and astro-chemistry for 46

which the observations are intrinsically sensitivity-limited and 47

interference-free environments are needed. Similarly, advances 48

in radio astronomy require more and more radio astronomical 49

observations (RAO) outside the frequency bands allocated to 50

radio astronomy system (RAS) [9]. 51

However, the prospects of large-scale NGSO SCSs cast 52

a distressing RFI situation to RAS. The ground-based RAS 53

uses highly sensitive receivers to observe very weak signals 54

from cosmic sources within a wide frequency range. Out-of- 55

band spectrum sidelobes from satellite transmitters, which are 56

negligible to other communication systems, could substantially 57

disrupt RAO. Furthermore, due to inherent nonlinearity of 58

some transmitter components as well as device imperfection, 59

unintended/unexpected RFI from satellites to RAS can occur. 60

Although some efforts have been made to mitigate the RFI 61

from active wireless services (including satellite communi- 62

cation) to the ground RAS, e.g., setting up Radio Quiet 63

Zones (RQZs) [10], [11], blanking and excision [12]–[18], 64

beamforming and spatial filtering approach [19]–[27], auxil- 65

iary antenna based RFI removal [28]–[31] and time-division 66

sharing [32]–[37], unfortunately, their applicability to the 67

large-scale NGSO systems is very limited. As large-scale 68

NGSO systems plan to cover most of the earth surface 69

ubiquitously, radio observatories on earth cannot hide from 70

NGSO satellites’ potential RFI. As an example, we can recall 71

the Iridium satellite system with 66 LEO satellites launched 72

in 1998. Even though several attempts were made to avoid 73

RFI to RAS, in practice RAO data were corrupted by Irid- 74

ium’s RFI as confirmed in the new measurements conducted 75

in 2010 [38]. 76

In facing potential strong RFI from the large-scale NGSO 77

SCSs, space-based radio telescopes are attractive solutions as 78

they may have higher orbit than the NGSO SCSs and therefore 79
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receive less RFI than the ground telescopes. In addition,80

the space-based telescope like HALCA [39] or Spektr-R [40]81

can form a Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) with82

ground telescopes to increase RAO performance. However,83

due to the cost and other issues, the number of the space-based84

radio telescopes is very limited and the overall performance85

of the existing space based radio telescopes is not compatible86

with the ground telescopes.87

Motivated by both the critical conflict between the next88

generation NGSO SCS and RAS and the higher performance89

demands of RAS, we propose a new paradigm which over-90

comes the issues of the existing paradigm and offers several91

additional advantages. The new paradigm changes NGSO92

SCS into an integrated NGSO satellite communication and93

radio astronomy system (SCRAS) where satellites provide94

both RAO and communication services. The direct benefits95

are that RAS gains more RAO opportunities and performance96

enhancements (in terms of sensitivity through combining as97

in [35] and [36] and resolution through VLBI) and SCS98

obtains higher throughput and new services or business oppor-99

tunities. The proposed approach offers a new infrastructure and100

paradigm at the side of data acquisition from radio astronom-101

ical objects. It is in synergy with the recent development of102

virtual astronomy observatory (VAO) [41] which is at the data103

processing side, offering a large scale electronic integration of104

radio astronomy data and tools for radio astronomers.105

This paper’s major contributions are summarized below.106

• We analyze the RFI at ground radio telescopes caused107

by a large-scale NGSO SCS and investigate the required108

guardband bandwidth to keep RFI below the acceptable109

continuum observation threshold based on the emission110

mask requirement of National Telecommunications and111

Information Administration (NTIA). Then, we evaluate112

time and location dependent RFI caused by the OneWeb113

LEO system. Next, we assess the maximum baseline dis-114

tance for VLBI observation and the number of telescopes115

that can observe the same target below the RFI threshold116

where both metrics are time-varying.117

• We evaluate performance of RFI mitigation approaches118

such as guardband insertion, transmission muting, and119

sample excision, in the presence of large-scale OneWeb120

LEO SCS. Their RFI suppression performances, limita-121

tions, and costs in terms of SCS service degradation and122

RAO sample loss are assessed.123

• We introduce a new paradigm for NGSO SCS and RAS124

by means of an integrated NGSO SCS and RAS, which125

not only eliminates the RFI from the devices operating126

below the NGSO but also offers additional advantages127

for both NGSO SCS and RAS.128

• We investigate RAO performance of the proposed par-129

adigm in terms of the observable bands without RFI130

concern, the average number of telescopes that can131

simultaneously observe a target, the maximum baseline132

distance for various target directions, and the observation133

sensitivity.134

• As the bands originally allocated to RAS can be released135

to the integrated SCS and RAS system, we also address136

spectrum access and resource allocation in these bands137

TABLE I

NOTATIONS USED IN THIS PAPER

and conduct corresponding data rate analysis for both 138

SCS data and RAO data. 139

• Since the proposed paradigm conducts RAO in space, 140

we develop a design of RAO data transport from satellites 141

to ground stations, and evaluate its performance. 142

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces 143

the LEO satellite system and ground telescopes model, and 144

analyzes the RFI level at ground telescopes caused by the 145

LEO satellites’ downlink. Section III proposes three alternative 146

RFI reduction methods and points out that these methods 147

cause service degradation to LEO SCS or data loss to RAS. 148

Section IV presents a new paradigm for LEO SCS and 149

RAS and discusses its observability improvement for RAS. 150

Section V analyzes the data rate improvement for SCS in the 151

proposed paradigm. Section VI addresses RAO data transport 152

issue. Finally, Section VII concludes this paper. Key notations 153

used in the paper are shown in Table I. 154

II. RFI ANALYSIS FOR GROUND RADIO TELESCOPES 155

UNDER A LARGE-SCALE LEO SCS 156

A. Interference Calculation 157

As satellite communication is one of the major sources 158

of RFI, the International Telecommunication Union Radio- 159

communication Sector (ITU-R) has already provided several 160

recommendations about this issue. The ITU-R document [42] 161
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Fig. 1. An illustrative scenario for angles θT and θR.

offers a method to determine whether RFI is detrimental or not162

and some bands that should be protected from RFI. The ITU-R163

document [43] provides a method to calculate the RFI between164

NGSO satellites and radio telescopes based on the average165

equivalent power flux-density (epfd). The instantaneous epfd166

between telescope i and satellite j’s kth beam at time t can167

be calculated with the following formula:168

epfdi,j,k(t) =
PUE,j,kGT,j,k(t)GR,i,j(t)

4πd2
i,j(t)

(1)169

where PUE,j,k is the unwanted emission power of satellite170

j’s kth beam in the RAO band, GT,j,k(t) is the transmitting171

antenna gain of the NGSO satellite j’s kth beam towards172

the direction of telescope i at time t in the RAO band,173

GR,i,j(t) is the receiving antenna gain of telescope i towards174

the direction of satellite j at time t in the RAO band, and175

di,j(t) is the distance between telescope i and satellite j at176

time t. Since GT,j,k(t) and GR,i,j(t) are determined by the177

relative positions of the satellite and the telescope, we have178

GT,j,k(t) = GT,j(θT,i,j,k(t)) and GR,i,j(t) = GR,i(θR,i,j(t))179

where θT,i,j,k(t) is the angle between the boresight of the180

transmitting beam k and the direction from satellite j to181

telescope i at time t and θR,i,j(t) is the angle between the182

RAO direction and the direction from telescope i to satellite183

j at time t. Fig. 1 demonstrates a scenario of satellite and184

telescope we consider in the RFI calculation with θT and θR.185

Then, for a certain RAO task conducted by telescope i, the186

average RFI at telescope i1 during the integration time Tint187

can be represented as188

epfdi(Tint) =
1

Tint

∫ t0+Tint

t0

∑
j∈INGSO(t)

Nbeam∑
k=1

epfdi,j,k(t) dt (2)189

where t0 is the beginning time of the RAO, INGSO(t) is the190

index set of NGSO satellites that can be viewed from telescope191

i at time t and Nbeam is the number of beams that each192

NGSO satellite uses for its downlink transmission. Due to193

the shape of the earth, not all LEO satellites are visible to a194

certain telescope. It is commonly assumed that only the visible195

1The accumulated RFI at the telescope is a more appropriate metric than
the RFI generated by a satellite as it determines RAO performance.

Fig. 2. OneWeb LEO satellite constellation (+ denotes a satellite).

satellites would cause RFI to RAO. Besides, in practice the 196

integration time Tint can be 15 min, 1 hr, 2 hrs, 5 hrs, 10 hrs 197

or other duration depending on the visibility of the RAO target 198

and the required level of signal to noise ratio. Thus, we need 199

to adjust the detrimental RFI threshold with respect to the 200

integration time of each RAO task. 201

B. Large-Scale LEO SCS Model: OneWeb 202

Although many companies propose their individual plans 203

to build sky networks via a large number of LEO and MEO 204

satellites, only a few of them (including OneWeb) have so 205

far obtained the permission from Federal Communication 206

Commission (FCC). In this paper, we use the constellation of 207

OneWeb as our reference LEO satellites model. As mentioned 208

in [44], there will be in total 720 LEO satellites running on 209

circular orbits at 1200 km altitude. The satellites operate on 210

18 different orbital planes with 10 degree longitude spacing 211

between two planes and each orbital plane has 40 LEO satel- 212

lites. Fig. 2 shows a snap-shot of the OneWeb LEO satellite 213

constellation. The red + symbol represents a LEO satellite 214

and the green line connection between satellites indicates the 215

path of the orbital plane. Each LEO satellite has 16 identical 216

spot beams with fixed directions for communications with 217

users. According to the description in [44], the spot beams 218

should be highly elliptical to provide enough geographic 219

coverage. However, as no detailed information is revealed 220

in [44], we consider using a classical parabolic antenna model 221

from [45] to simulate the downlink transmission of OneWeb 222

LEO satellites. According to [44], the OneWeb user terminals 223

will be equipped with mechanically steered parabolic reflectors 224

and/or low-cost phased array designs with ability to track the 225

on-the-move LEO satellites. The satellites will allow the users 226

to switch from one spot beam to another, providing seamless 227

network connection in continuous movement. Similar idea can 228

be found in [46], [47]. In addition, as there are much fewer 229

users on the ocean than users on land and the radio telescopes 230

are located on land, we assume that the RFI effect of the 231

beams pointing on the ocean is negligible. Table II shows 232

other settings of the LEO satellites we consider in the paper, 233

including the band assignment. 234

C. Ground Telescopes Model 235

In addition to the LEO satellites model, the ground radio 236

astronomy telescopes model is another key factor in the 237
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TABLE II

LEO SATELLITE SETTINGS

Fig. 3. Existing ground radio astronomy telescopes’ locations.

performance evaluation. In this paper, we consider 58 existing238

observatories around the world as our reference ground radio239

astronomy telescopes model and assume all of them have the240

capability to observe the bands discussed in the paper. The red241

dots in Fig. 3 show the locations of these radio telescopes.242

We note that the distribution of ground radio astronomy243

telescopes is not even as more telescopes are located at244

the northern hemisphere (mostly in north America and west245

Europe). The unbalanced distribution of radio telescopes may246

cause some limitation for certain target directions. For simplic-247

ity, we consider the telescopes can observe the target with 10◦248

minimum elevation angle to ensure that no detrimental ground249

interference leak into the telescopes. In addition, we assume250

that the ground telescopes have capability to observe both in251

daytime and nighttime as they can have large refrigeration252

and calibration systems to eliminate the effect of the solar253

illumination. Furthermore, as suggested by the ITU-R in [43],254

we consider the antenna model in [48] as the antenna model255

of the ground telescopes.256

D. Guardband and Emission Mask Based RFI Analysis257

From Eq. (1), we can see that the instantaneous RFI epfd258

level is related to the relative positions of the LEO satellites259

and the ground telescopes. To get more insight, let us consider260

a simplified model where one LEO satellite is at the zenith261

direction of a ground radio telescope and it has only one spot262

beam for downlink transmission. Suppose the radio telescope,263

as mentioned in [42], conducts a continuum observation in264

the 100 MHz bandwidth centered at 10.65 GHz and the LEO265

satellite uses a 250 MHz bandwidth of downlink near the266

RAO band. We first assume that the LEO satellite obeys267

the current unwanted emission requirements defined by FCC268

and NTIA [49], [50] and we will find the required guardband269

bandwidth between the RAO band and the satellite downlink270

band which satisfies the RFI threshold in Table 1 in [42].271

The emission mask defines the maximum allowable emission272

power of the transmitter at frequency f . In this paper, we use 273

an emission mask from NTIA [49], which limits the power 274

spectrum density (psd) of the emission of inband signal at f 275

based on the frequency offset foff = |fc − f |, where fc is 276

the central frequency of the assigned band. Then, for any f 277

out of the assigned band, the psd of the unwanted emission 278

psdUE(f) should satisfy 279

psdUE(f) ≤ psdmax · 10
SEM(foff )

10 (3) 280

where foff ≥ BA
2 , BA is the bandwidth of the assigned band, 281

SEM(foff) = max{−40 · log10(
2foff

BA
) − 8,−60}, (4) 282

and psdmax is the maximum psd of the satellite signals in 283

the assigned band measured in a reference bandwidth [49]. 284

Since psdmax is related to the specific power distribution 285

of the signals in the assigned band, without loss of gener- 286

ality, we consider psdmax = pLEO,beam
BA

in this paper where 287

pLEO,beam is the transmit power per a LEO satellite beam. 288

In addition, we assume that the LEO SCS will generate the 289

maximum allowable unwanted emission, and the unwanted 290

emission power PUE in the RAO band is 291

PUE(fRAO,L, fRAO,U) =
∫ fRAO,U

fRAO,L

psdmax · 10
SEM(foff )

10 df (5) 292

where fRAO,L and fRAO,U are the lower and upper edges 293

of the RAO band, respectively. Eq. (5) also indicates that 294

PUE depends on the frequency separation between the SCS 295

downlink band and the RAO band. 296

From Eq. (1), we can see that for a given θT and θR pair, 297

we can find a corresponding PUE that makes the RFI epfd 298

meet the RFI requirement in Table 1 in [42]. One way to 299

achieve this PUE is to insert a guardband between the RAO 300

band and the downlink band of the LEO satellite. Fig. 4 shows 301

the relationship between (θT, θR) and the required guardband 302

bandwidth. From the figure we can see that the required guard- 303

band bandwidth ranges from 150 MHz to 2375 MHz. From 304

Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), we know that the minimum value of psd 305

mask of the satellite downlink signals is psdmax · 10−6 when 306

foff/BA ≥ 1000%. Given BA = 250 MHz and pLEO,beam = 307

7 Watt, inserting a guardband with bandwidth of 2375 MHz or 308

larger yields a minimum PUE of 2.8× 10−6 Watt. Therefore, 309

2375 MHz can be viewed as the maximum effective guardband 310

bandwidth as no lower unwanted emission power can be 311

achieved via adopting a larger guardband bandwidth due to 312

the flat emission mask floor. Consequently, there are some θT 313

and θR pairs (e.g., θT = θR = 0◦) which make GT · GR 314

too large that even the minimum PUE cannot lower the RFI 315

below the detrimental RFI threshold. However, since the LEO 316
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Fig. 4. The required guardband bandwidth versus (θT, θR).

satellites are moving fast, their relative positions with reference317

to a ground telescope will change from time to time and thus318

the instantaneous epfd will not always be such high. On the319

other hand, from Eq. (1) we can see that the lower bound of320

the required guardband bandwidth is related to the minimum321

value of GT and GR when the distance d is fixed. Fig. 4322

indicates that the minimum required guardband bandwidth is323

150 MHz for the considered d = 1200 km.324

E. RFI Analysis Based on OneWeb LEO Constellation325

In the previous section, we analyze the effects of θT and θR326

angle pairs on RFI assuming the distance between the LEO327

satellite and the radio telescope is fixed. However, since the328

LEO satellites are moving fast in the space (e.g., the OneWeb329

satellites have an angular velocity of 3.03◦/min), we evaluate330

the average of the instantaneous RFI epfd under this practical331

scenario [43]. In this section, we consider a model that the332

ground radio telescopes are tracking a specific target in the far333

field, which can be viewed as fixed in the solar coordinate. Due334

to the blockage of the earth and the minimum elevation angle335

requirement, not all radio telescopes can observe the target at336

the same time. In addition, owing to the self-rotation of the337

earth, the ground telescopes may have their own certain time338

window to observe the target during a day, which is determined339

by their locations on the earth and the target direction. The340

RFI at the ground telescopes in the simulation comes from341

the downlink of the LEO satellites, which is, as mentioned342

in the previous sections, a band centered at 11.7 GHz with343

2 GHz bandwidth and the ground telescopes are observing in344

the band 10.6 – 10.7 GHz.345

Fig. 5 shows the instantaneous RFI epfd at a ground radio346

telescope along the observation time with the target direction at347

latitude 0◦ and longitude 180◦ in the earth coordinate when the348

RAO starts. From the figure we can see that the instantaneous349

RFI, although varies from time to time, has a fundamental350

period of approximately 2.7 min, which is the time interval351

between two successive LEO satellites in the same orbit that352

would fly across the main direction of the radio telescope.353

In addition, the envelope of the RFI would rise and fall as354

Fig. 5. Instantaneous RFI epfd at a ground telescope during 24 hours in the
presence of LEO satellites.

Fig. 6. Average RFI epfd levels at different ground telescopes during 24 hours
in the presence of LEO satellites.

the RAO direction traverses the LEO orbital planes due to the 355

earth’s self-rotation. 356

Fig. 6 shows the average RFI levels of different ground radio 357

telescopes with their corresponding RFI thresholds, which 358

are determined by their respective observation time durations. 359

It can be concluded from the figure that none of the ground 360

telescopes are able to observe that certain target since the 361

corresponding RFI are above the thresholds. In other words, 362

the ground telescopes permanently lose the chance to observe 363

this target in the presence of LEO satellites. For different 364

ground telescopes, the average RFI epfd ranges from −144 to 365

−110 dBW/m2, which has about 35 dB difference. Multiple 366

factors may contribute to this difference, among which the 367

dominant one is that the spot beams on ocean use much 368

less transmitting power and thus cause negligible RFI to the 369

ground telescopes. Consequently, the ground telescopes near 370

or surrounded by the sea receive less RFI than the ones located 371

inland. 372

In addition to the RFI at the telescopes when observing a 373

certain target, we also numerically evaluate the RFI at certain 374

telescopes with different azimuth and elevation angles of their 375

own locations to show that the RFI from the LEO satellites 376

affect almost all directions. Here we pick telescope 3 and 36 as 377
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Fig. 7. Average RFI level at different azimuth and elevation angles of
telescope 3 during 24 hours in the presence of LEO satellites.

Fig. 8. Average RFI level at different azimuth and elevation angles of
telescope 36 during 24 hours in the presence of LEO satellites.

our examples. Since telescope 3 is at North Liberty in Iowa and378

surrounded by land while telescope 36 is on the Big Island of379

Hawaii in the Pacific Ocean, the two are good representatives380

of the telescopes which face high level and low level of the RFI381

from the LEO satellites, respectively. Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show382

the average RFI of the two telescopes during 24 hours. As we383

can see from the figures, the RFI peaks are usually located at384

directions with high elevation angles (e.g., > 60◦). Generally385

speaking, telescope 3 receives stronger RFI than telescope386

36 in most directions. Both telescopes have average RFI epfd387

larger than −160 dBW/m2, which is the ITU-R recommended388

RFI threshold for the observed band we consider with the389

2000 seconds (sec) observation time.390

The aforementioned analyses are based on continuum obser-391

vation’s requirements. Let us consider another possible situ-392

ation where the ground telescopes can form a network and393

conduct VLBI observation. Since the VLBI observation has394

greater immunity to RFI, the threshold of VLBI observation395

is much looser than that for continuum observation. For the396

specific RAO band we consider in the previous sections,397

the threshold of VLBI observation (−113 dBW/m2) is 47 dB398

higher than the threshold of continuum observation assuming399

2000 sec observation time [42]. Besides the RFI, another key400

metric that affects the quality of the VLBI observation is the401

maximum baseline distance, which is defined as the maximum402

distance of any two radio telescopes that are observing a403

certain target at the same time.404

Fig. 9. Ground telescopes VLBI observation performance with and without
LEO satellites.

To evaluate the performance of VLBI observation of 405

the ground telescopes and the effect of the RFI, we plot 406

the maximum baseline and the number of telescopes versus the 407

observation time for the cases with and without RFI from the 408

LEO satellites in Fig. 9. Here we consider three different cases, 409

which are 1) the ground telescopes are completely RFI free 410

in the RAO band (100 MHz centered at 10.65 GHz), 2) the 411

ground telescopes have RFI from the LEO satellite downlink 412

band (10.7 – 12.7 GHz) which is adjacent to the RAO band, 413

and 3) the ground telescopes have RFI from the LEO satellite 414

downlink band (10.6 – 12.7 GHz) which is in the RAO band. 415

In this case, the downlink subband bandwidth of each spot 416

beam is 262.5 MHz. 417

From Fig. 9, we can see that the maximum baseline distance 418

of the ground telescope is not affected by the RFI even when 419

the LEO satellites are using the RAO band as downlink. The 420

number of telescopes that can observe the target is slightly 421

affected by the RFI from the LEO satellites in the case 422

2 and 3, which are marked with green cross and purple circle 423

respectively. But this degradation (0.011% and 0.178% sample 424

loss in case 2 and 3) is insignificant in terms of the whole 425

RAO process. The negligible degradation is owing to the 426

higher detrimental RFI threshold for VLBI observation, which 427

reflects immunity of VLBI observation against RFI. Another 428

observation is that the distribution of the ground telescopes 429

on earth surface is not even, and the number of ground 430

telescopes and their maximum distance vary a lot during the 431

RAO period. This variation may affect the performance of 432

VLBI observation as during some of the time the number of 433

telescopes that can observe is quite low (e.g., <15 telescopes) 434

and the corresponding maximum baseline distance is relatively 435

short (e.g., <9000 km). 436

III. GUARDBAND, TRANSMISSION MUTING AND SAMPLE 437

EXCISION BASED SOLUTIONS UNDER 438

LARGE-SCALE LEO SCS 439

From the previous section, we can see that the LEO satellites 440

downlink transmission in adjacent bands of RAO will cause 441

strong RFI in continuum observation. One potential solution is 442

to temporally shut down the spot beams that may cause high 443
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Fig. 10. Average RFI epfd levels at different ground radio telescopes for the
4 considered cases during 24 hours.

RFI epfd (e.g., larger than −180 dBW/m2, which is 20 dB444

below the threshold in Table 1 in [42]). Here we assume that445

the LEO satellite system knows a priori the RAO plan of the446

ground radio telescopes (which is typically scheduled with447

much time in advance) and based on the locations and the448

observation direction of radio telescopes along with the orbital449

tracks of the LEO satellites, the system operator can determine450

the potential detrimental spot beams in advance. Another451

option is that instead of using all the assigned bandwidth for452

downlink transmission, the LEO satellite system will spare453

some bandwidth to be the guardband in between the RAO band454

and the satellite downlink band to reduce the RFI experienced455

at the telescopes. In addition, we can also let the ground456

telescopes drop the samples with high RFI to reduce to average457

RFI epfd levels. To compare the effects of the three methods,458

we consider the following 4 different cases:459

1) No RFI reduction: No method is applied for RFI reduction.460

It is used as a reference.461

2) Guardband approach: It inserts a 400 MHz additional462

guardband between the RAO band and the LEO SCS downlink463

band. Then, the subband of one beam is 200 MHz.464

3) Transmission muting approach: It turns off the beams if465

they generate instantaneous RFI epfd at any of the ground466

telescopes higher than the threshold −180 dBW/m2.467

4) Sample excision approach: The ground telescopes drop the468

RAO samples with total instantaneous RFI epfd above the469

threshold −150 dBW/m2.470

Fig. 10 shows the average RFI epfd levels at different471

ground radio telescopes observing the same target as we use472

in the previous section for the four considered cases. From473

the figure we can see that, although the three aforementioned474

methods effectively reduce some RFI (approximately 18 dB475

– 25 dB for the guardband approach, 35 dB – 50 dB for the476

transmission muting approach and 10 dB – 15 dB for the sam-477

ple excision method), there are still some of ground telescopes478

with average RFI epfd levels higher than the threshold even in479

case 3. Meanwhile, the transmission muting approach causes480

temporary communication service outage for some satellite481

users at some time, the guardband insertion approach leads to482

Fig. 11. Percentage of the beams that are turned off in case 3 and the
instantaneous RAO sample loss rate in case 4 across time.

approximately 20% capacity loss in downlink, and the sample 483

excision approach causes severe sample loss to the ground 484

telescopes. 485

The percentage of the LEO satellites’ beams which are shut 486

down by the transmission muting approach during observation 487

and the instantaneous RAO sample loss rate of the sample 488

excision approach are shown in Fig. 11. From the figure we 489

can see that at least 10% of spot beams are turned off during 490

24 hours and the corresponding users which are covered by 491

these beams experience temporary connection loss. On the 492

other hand, the ground telescopes may lose most of the RAO 493

samples when the sample excision approach is applied during 494

24 hours and the overall RAO sample loss rate is 94.9%. 495

In brief, these approaches are insufficient to handle the RFI 496

issue of a large-scale NGSO SCS. 497

IV. A NEW PARADIGM FOR NGSO SCS AND RAS 498

A. An Integrated NGSO SCS and RAS 499

Since the three aforementioned methods cause unpleasant 500

and inevitable service loss of the LEO SCS or sample loss of 501

the RAO, a more efficient approach is needed to avoid RFI 502

at telescopes for RAS and maintain communication service 503

quality for SCS. For this, we propose a new paradigm in the 504

form of an integrated NGSO satellite communication and radio 505

astronomy system. 506

In the proposed paradigm, the communication satellites will 507

be equipped with additional antennas and receivers to make 508

RAO in addition to their main communication services. The 509

zone for active communication services is towards the earth 510

from the satellites while the one for RAO is from the satellites 511

outwards the earth. Hence, the antennas for communication 512

and RAO can be mounted at opposite sides of the satellite to 513

each other. The satellites can use the RAO spectrum also in 514

their active communication services as the spatial zones for the 515

two services are non-interfering. Similarly, RAO can be made 516

in the bands allocated for active wireless services. In other 517

words, the communication satellites in the proposed paradigm 518

now take the role of radio telescopes on earth for RAO in 519
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exchange for their spectrum uses of the RAS spectrum for520

active communication systems. Satellites need to make RAO521

at a mutually agreed data rate and forward their RAO data522

through their earth-station gateways to RAS.523

This innovation will benefit the NGSO SCS as follows:524

• The bands in which NGSO systems can make sufficient525

RAO can be reused for active wireless services, thus526

offering more spectrum access opportunities for SCS.527

• For the above bands, SCS will no longer need to imple-528

ment RFI-avoiding mechanisms.529

• SCS systems can obtain new services/business opportu-530

nities for additional RAO beyond their obligation.531

The proposed paradigm offers RAS the following benefits:532

• RAO from the satellites has signal strength gain due533

to the removal of atmospheric attenuation and weather534

impact (e.g., the space-based telescopes are free from535

atmospheric absorption which is especially severe in536

infrared, ultraviolet, 23 GHz, and 60 GHz bands and537

therefore are suitable to conduct photon detection and538

continuum/spectral line observation in these bands).539

• The bands allocated for active wireless services which540

typically do not yield meaningful RAO at the ground541

telescopes (e.g., 10.7 – 12.7 GHz) can now be observed542

for RAS measurements.543

• RFI from consumer electronic equipment and wireless544

systems, which are difficult to prevent from happening in545

practice, would not affect the RAO of the satellites.546

• Due to large-scale NGSO systems, large-scale RAS tele-547

scope arrays infeasible with ground telescope systems can548

be realized.549

• Large-scale NGSO satellites provide more RAO time than550

ground-based radio observatories.551

• The proposed large-scale NGSO RAS can be combined552

with the existing ground RAS to yield a more capable553

RAS while avoiding conflicts with active wireless sys-554

tems.555

The following section will present more detailed RAO556

performance of the proposed paradigm.557

B. Observability of LEO Versus Ground Telescopes558

We assume that the LEO telescopes can observe within 60◦559

from the zenith direction of the LEO satellites to avoid the560

RFI from earth surface and inter-satellite links. Furthermore,561

as mentioned in [51], the space based telescopes cannot make562

RAO (under cost constraint) if the sun illuminates the dish563

surface. Thus, we assume that the LEO telescope can observe564

when the sun is at least 90 degree from the zenith direction565

of the satellite. With this requirement, nearly half of the566

LEO telescopes cannot make RAO at each time instant due567

to the sun illumination. In addition, though we focus on568

the RAS bands near the satellites downlink in the previous569

sections, the LEO telescopes can observe not only in these570

bands but also in any other bands if they are equipped with571

corresponding receivers and if there are no RFI from the higher572

altitude SCSs. Specifically, since the LEO telescopes are above573

the atmosphere, they are very suitable for RAO in the bands574

with high atmospheric absorption (e.g., around 22 or 63 GHz)575

or with higher weather impact (e.g., >11 GHz ) where the 576

ground telescopes fail. 577

In Table III, we summarize five different types of bands 578

and corresponding observability of ground and LEO telescopes 579

with continuum and VLBI observation. The check-mark means 580

the effect of RFI is negligible compared to the detrimental RFI 581

threshold. We can see that except the bands used by SCSs 582

with higher altitude than the proposed SCRAS, our proposed 583

paradigm encounters less RFI than the ground telescopes and 584

therefore gains more observability. 585

To evaluate the observability of the LEO telescopes versus 586

the ground telescopes in VLBI observation, we focus on 587

two key performance metrics which are the number of 588

telescopes that can observe the same target simultaneously 589

and the maximum baseline distance between those telescopes. 590

To show the observability of the ground and LEO telescopes 591

at different target directions, we first choose a reference 592

direction in the earth coordinate, which is the opposite 593

direction of the sun. As the time in simulation is relatively 594

short with respect to the orbital period of the earth, we can 595

assume the reference direction is fixed in the coordinate of the 596

sun and represent other directions with relative latitude and 597

longitude. For simplicity, we assume the date is equinox and 598

the daytime and nighttime are of approximately equal duration 599

all over the planet for all simulations except one example at 600

winter solstice, which aims to show the performance variation 601

of the LEO telescopes. In this section, we compare 5 potential 602

VLBI observation cases, which are: 603

1) The LEO telescopes conduct VLBI observation at equinox. 604

2) The LEO telescopes conduct VLBI observation at winter 605

solstice. Here we assume the same reference direction as in 606

the previous case for comparison purpose. 607

3) The ground telescopes form a huge VLBI network and 608

conduct VLBI observation at equinox. Its performance can 609

be viewed as an upper bound of the ground telescopes. 610

4) The ground telescopes in Very Long Baseline 611

Array (VLBA) conduct VLBI observation at equinox. 612

The VLBA is a VLBI network with telescopes located in 613

USA. 614

5) The ground telescopes in European VLBI Network (EVN) 615

conduct VLBI observation at equinox. The EVN is a VLBI 616

network with telescopes located in Europe and Asia. 617

Fig. 12 compares the average numbers of ground and LEO 618

radio telescopes that can observe the same target simultane- 619

ously at several directions in cases 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The 620

figure indicates the following. 621

• The plot of the number of the LEO telescopes forms a 622

saddle-shaped distribution and the minimum number of 623

LEO telescopes appears at the directions with relative 624

longitudes ±180◦, (e.g., the direction of the sun) where 625

the LEO telescopes cannot observe. The relative latitudes 626

of the directions with the minimum number of the LEO 627

telescopes are related to the subsolar point and therefore 628

vary with different times of a year. 629

• Comparing the first two subfigures, we can see that when 630

it is winter solstice, the astronomical polar night at the 631

north polar region helps the LEO telescopes gain more 632

observability in the north polar directions while at the 633
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TABLE III

OBSERVABILITY OF THE LEO AND GROUND TELESCOPES

Fig. 12. Average number of telescopes that can simultaneously observe a target versus target directions (from left to right are case 1 to case 5).

Fig. 13. Maximum baseline distance for different target directions (from left to right are case 1 to case 5).

same time the midnight sun at the south polar region634

decreases the number of the LEO telescopes that can635

conduct RAO. However, there are still at least 40 LEO636

telescopes that can observe the south polar directions637

simultaneously.638

• Comparing subfigures 1, 3, 4, and 5, we can see that in639

most of the directions, there are more LEO telescopes640

than the ground telescopes that can observe. In addition,641

as most of the ground telescopes are located at the north-642

ern hemisphere, their observability is more in the north643

(positive relative latitude) than in the south (negative644

relative latitude).645

Fig. 13 compares the maximum baseline distance of differ-646

ent observation directions averaged across time for the 5 cases.647

From the figure, we can observe the following.648

• For the LEO and ground telescopes, the larger number 649

of telescopes that can conduct observation simultaneously 650

leads to the larger maximum baseline distance in the same 651

direction. Nevertheless, comparing the maximum baseline 652

distance of case 1 and 2 and the corresponding numbers 653

in Fig. 12, we can see that the number of telescopes that 654

can observe in the south polar direction (−90◦ relative 655

latitude) in case 1 is approximately 2 times of that in 656

case 2, while the maximum baseline distance of the same 657

direction in case 1 is only 10% larger than the one in 658

case 2, which means the relationship between the number 659

of satellites and the maximum baseline distance is non- 660

linear. 661

• The first three subfigures indicate that the proposed 662

LEO telescopes can achieve similar maximum baseline 663
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distance as the upper bound of the ground telescope VLBI664

network in most directions at different times of the year665

except those that are affected by the sun.666

• The last two subfigures reveal the poor performance of667

VLBA and EVN in terms of the maximum baseline668

distance in observing the south polar directions. The two669

existing VLBI networks lack of available telescopes in670

the south hemisphere of the earth and therefore lose some671

observability in those directions.672

As we analyze in the previous sections, under the current673

ITU-R RFI threshold guideline the effect of the RFI from674

the LEO satellites to the ground telescopes is negligible for675

VLBI observation even if the satellites are using the RAO676

band as downlink. Under this circumstance, our proposed677

LEO telescopes can cooperate with current VLBI networks678

to improve the observation performance of both sides. For679

example, the LEO telescopes help the ground telescopes to680

improve their poor performance in the south hemisphere while681

the latter help the former cover the direction of the sun.682

Another notable aspect of the VLBI observation of the LEO683

telescopes is the timing synchronization. The LEO telescopes684

in the proposed paradigm will send the raw RAO data with685

time stamp to the ground gateways and further data synthesis686

and processing will be done at the ground data center. An accu-687

rate and reliable clock/time stamp can be established by using688

a fine-tuned internal clock (e.g., an atomic clock) or external689

clock (e.g., the GPS signals) or jointly using the two types of690

clocks. Similarly, the on-board clocks are synchronized before691

conducting RAO to ensure the accuracy of the time stamp.692

In addition, since the LEO telescopes are moving fast in the693

space, the Doppler effect of the astronomical signals needs to694

be considered. As the orbits of the LEO telescopes are known695

(as can be measured [52], [53]) in advance, the corresponding696

Doppler shift of the observed signals can be determined based697

on the telescopes’ movements and the RAO target direction698

and therefore can be canceled in data processing. To explain699

further, denote the satellite location vector of satellite j at700

time t as Lj(t), the unit target direction vector as D(t) and701

the movement vector of satellite j as Vj(t). The inter-angle702

between the target direction and the zenith direction of the703

satellite i is given as θj(t) = arccos(D(t)·Lj(t)
h ) where h is704

the height of the satellite referred to the earth center. Assuming705

the maximum off-axis observation angle of the satellite-based706

telescope is θ0, the index set of the telescopes that can observe707

the target at time t can be represented as j ∈ IT(t) such708

that θj(t) ≤ θ0. The movement (speed) of satellite j in the709

target direction is ΔVj(t) = D(t) ·Vj(t). Given the sampling710

frequency fs, the kth sampled signal on satellite j at time t711

can be represented as sj [k] � sj(t = t0 + k/fs). Suppose712

the center frequency of the RAO band as fRAO. Then the713

corresponding Doppler shift of satellite j’s kth sample is714

Δfj [k] = ΔVj(t=t0+k/fs)
c fRAO where c is the speed of the715

light. The Doppler compensated baseband RAO signal can716

be represented as s′j [k] = sj [k] exp(−√−1 2πΔfj [k] k
fs

).717

After canceling the Doppler shift, the data processing center718

will synchronize the RAO data from different telescopes.719

The time delay for satellite j with reference to the center720

of earth is ΔTj(t) = −h
c sin θj(t) where the minus sign721

means the time when the signal of the target reaches the 722

telescope is earlier than the time when it reaches the earth 723

center (hypothetically). Then, the propagation delay induced 724

fractional phase difference between telescope j and jref is 725

Δφj,jref (t) = 2πfRAO ·mod(ΔTjref (t)−ΔTj(t), 1
fs

) and the 726

propagation delay induced integer RAO sample index differ- 727

ence between telescope j and jref is τj,jref (t) = �(ΔTj(t) − 728

ΔTjref (t))/fs� where j, jref ∈ IT(t). For the given satellite 729

network, {Δφj,jref (t), τj,jref (t)} can be determined before 730

conducting RAO. Then, the synchronization for the Doppler 731

compensated baseband RAO signal s′j [k] of the satellite 732

j can be performed at the ground RAO data processing 733

center as {exp(−√−1 Δφj,jref (t))s
′
j [k − τj,jref (t)]} where 734

t = t0 + k/fs.3 735

C. Sensitivity of LEO Versus Ground Telescopes 736

The sensitivity of the telescope reflects the lowest level of 737

astronomical signals that can be detected by the telescope. 738

To compare the RAO performance of the proposed system 739

with the existing ground telescopes, we analyze the sensitivity 740

performance of the proposed LEO telescopes and the ground 741

telescopes. Based on [54], the sensitivity of a single dish 742

telescope can be represented as 743

ΔSsingle =
2kTsys

Ae

√
TintBRAO

(6) 744

where BRAO is the RAO band bandwidth, k is the Boltzmann 745

constant, Tsys is the system noise temperature of the telescope, 746

and Ae is the effective area of the telescope in the RAO band. 747

Ae can be represented as Ae = Aphy · ηeff where Aphy 748

is the physical aperture of the parabolic antenna and ηeff is 749

the aperture efficiency of the antenna in the considered RAO 750

band. For the telescope array with Na identical telescopes 751

(telescopes with identical hardware and levels of system 752

noise), the sensitivity of the telescope array can be represented 753

as 754

ΔSarray =
2kTsys

Ae

√
Na(Na − 1)TintBRAO

(7) 755

Specifically, as the ground telescopes may face the RFI from 756

the NGSO satellites’ downlink, the corresponding degradation 757

should be considered. Therefore, we can refine Eq. (6) to 758

incorporate the RFI from the NGSO satellites as 759

ΔS′
single =

2kTsys(1 + κ)
Ae

√
TintBRAO

(8) 760

where κ reflects the ratio between the RFI power and the 761

system noise power. Here we consider a noise-like RFI which 762

cannot be split from the desired astronomical signals. As men- 763

tion in [42], the RFI should not introduce an error of 10% 764

in measurement. In other words, the κ should be less than 765

10% to avoid corrupting the RAO data. However, from the 766

analysis in Section II-E, we can see that the instantaneous 767

RFI level generated by the OneWeb NGSO system will be 768

15 db – 50 dB higher than the detrimental RFI level, which 769

3The effects of the local oscillator induced phase offset on the VLBI
measurements can also be identified and compensated, for example, by a
typical calibration phase based on known target objects.
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means that the κ can be up to 10000 (50dB higher than 10%).770

Under this condition, the RFI becomes the major source that771

severely limits the sensitivity of the ground telescopes.772

To compare the sensitivity of the two types of tele-773

scopes, we choose ground telescopes with 25m (meter) (e.g.,774

the VLBA telescope in Owens Valley, California) and 100m775

(e.g., the Green Bank telescope in Green Bank, West Vir-776

ginia) dish sizes as the benchmarks to address the sensitivity777

advantages of the proposed LEO telescope array. The Tsys778

of the ground telescope in 10.6 – 10.7 GHz RAO band is779

considered to be 35 Kelvin (K) [42] as the ground telescope780

can use cryocooler to lower the system noise temperature.781

On the other hand, depending on the solar illumination as782

well as the cooling component(s) on the satellite (e.g., passive783

and/or active cooling component(s)), the system temperature784

of the LEO telescopes can be different. Therefore, we pick785

{35, 85, 135} K [42] as the alternative system temperatures786

for the LEO telescopes. Note that the LEO telescope conduct787

RAO during nighttime and the temperature of the components788

can be as low as 70 K [55]. As the OneWeb satellites have789

limited size, the dish size of the LEO telescopes can not790

be too large. A conservative estimation of the dish size791

of the LEO telescopes is 3 meter. The aperture efficiency792

is assumed to be 0.15 [51] for both types of telescopes.793

Then, we can obtain the sensitivity of the proposed LEO794

telescope array as a function of the number of the telescopes795

in the array which are conducting the RAO to the same796

target simultaneously. The corresponding results are shown797

in Fig. 14. In addition, we show the sensitivity of the ground798

telescope with aforementioned dish sizes and levels of RFI799

from the LEO satellites in the figure. From the figure we can800

see that larger Na can help the LEO telescopes to reduce the801

sensitivity level. Note that lower sensitivity level means the802

telescope can detect signal with lower power, which indicates803

better observation performance. Given enough number of LEO804

telescopes conducting RAO simultaneously (e.g., Na > 120)805

and Tsys ≤ 85 K, the proposed LEO telescopes array have806

lower sensitivity level than the ground telescope has with 25m807

dish size even if no RFI is assumed at the ground telescope.808

However, due to the large difference of the effective area809

between the 100m ground telescope and the proposed LEO810

telescopes, the sensitivity level of the proposed LEO telescopes811

is higher than that of 100m ground telescope assuming no812

RFI at the telescope. Nevertheless, from the analysis in the813

previous section we can see that large-scale NGSO system814

will inevitably generate strong RFI to the ground telescopes815

and under such condition the proposed system can provide816

better sensitivity performance than the ground system as can817

be observed in Fig. 14.818

V. DATA RATE ANALYSIS BASED ON A SHARED RAS819

BAND IN THE PROPOSED PARADIGM820

A. Gateway-Satellite Model Based Data Rate Analysis821

As mentioned in the previous sections, the LEO SCS may822

use the bands which are assigned to RAS while it provides823

RAS a network of LEO telescopes. To evaluate how much824

more data rate the new RAS bands can bring to the SCS,825

Fig. 14. Sensitivities of the ground and LEO telescopes.

Fig. 15. System topological graphs. (a) Local graph for data rate analysis
with M = 4. (b) Topological graph for RAO data transport with L = 2 and
Ns = Nd = 3 (In practice, Ns could be greater than Nd).

we consider a system model based on [44] which captures 826

the essence of the data transmission in the SCS. Instead of 827

considering all gateways and satellites in the SCS, we start 828

analyzing the maximum supportable data rate of a certain 829

gateway-satellite chain. 830

From [44], we can see that a gateway can directly connect to 831

one specific LEO satellite via one antenna and other adjacent 832

M − 1 LEO satellites connect the gateway via this satellite, 833

which means the directly connecting satellite serves as a relay 834

for other satellites. An example of the topological graph is 835

shown in Fig. 15(a) to illustrate the connectivities we consider 836

in this section. Then, for the directly connecting satellite, there 837

are 4 major links which are: satellite to gateway (SG) link, 838

gateway to satellite (GS) link, satellite to user (SU) link and 839

user to satellite (US) link. On the other hand, the remaining 840

M − 1 LEO satellites in the gateway-satellite chain only 841

have their own SU and US links. We regard the traffics from 842

multiple users within one satellite coverage as an aggregate 843

traffic so that the SU broadcast link and the US multiple access 844

link are simplified to point-to-point links. In addition, as the 845

LEO telescopes need to send the observation data to the data 846

processing center through the gateways, we also need to take 847

this RAO data into account and evaluate the overall data rate 848

of the aforementioned SCS model. We assume a fixed data rate 849

RRAS/M is reserved for RAO data downlink transmission for 850

each satellite which results in an aggregate RAO data rate of 851

RRAS in the SG link. Besides, the traffic (in terms of packets 852

per second) at the same satellite obeys a Poisson distribution 853
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and each link has its own packet size. For a link n, the total854

capacity Cn can be represented as855

Cn =
ηnGn

βn
Bn, n ∈ N (9)856

where ηn, Gn, βn, and Bn are the spectrum efficiency, multi-857

plexing gain, frequency reuse factor, and assigned bandwidth858

of link n and N = {SU, US, SG, GS}. Then, we can define859

the outage probability of link n as860

Pout,n = P (rn > Cn), n ∈ N (10)861

where rn is the instantaneous data rate, which can be repre-862

sented as rn = ρnxn with ρn and xn being the packet size863

and instantaneous traffic (packets/sec) of link n. Then, the data864

rates of the 4 links are given by865

rn,i = ρnxi, n ∈ {SU, US}, i = 1, . . . , M,866

rm = ρm

M∑
i=1

xi, m ∈ {SG, GS}. (11)867

Then, denoting the mean of xn as λn, to meet the required868

outage probability Pout,n, we can find a maximum mean869

supportable data rate (MMSDR) Rn as Rn = ρnΛn,max, n ∈870

N , where Λn,max = max λn such that Pout,n ≤ Pout,req,n.871

Specifically, for the SG link, as the SCS will provide RAO data872

transmission service to RAS side, a part of the data rate will be873

reserved for RAS data downlink transmission. Thus, we have874

ΛSG,max = maxλSG such that P (rSG > CSG − RRAS) ≤875

Pout,req,SG. Assuming the average traffic ratio between the876

user downlink and uplink is ζ = ρSU
ρUS

, we have RSU = ζRUS877

and RGS = ζRSG where the second equation can be obtained878

from Eq. (11). Then, due to the cascaded nature of the links879

between users and gateways, we will have the maximum880

mean supportable data rate TGSU for the cascaded gateway-881

satellite-user (GSU) link, and TUSG for the cascaded user-882

satellite-gateway (USG) link as TGSU = min(RGS, MRSU)883

and TUSG = min(RSG, MRUS). After that, we can have the884

overall MMSDR of the SCS as the sum of TGSU and TUSG.885

From [44] we can see that the OneWeb LEO satellites use886

4 different and discontinuous bands for the 4 different links.887

In this paper, we consider the SCS may exploit the shared888

RAS band in two potential modes: Time division Multiplex-889

ing (TDM) mode and Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM)890

mode. In TDM mode, the SCS will let the four different links891

use different subframes at different times and each link can use892

the whole band during its own subframes. On the other hand,893

in FDM mode, each of the four links will use a sub-band of the894

RAS band and transmit information independently. Suppose895

link n uses αn proportion of the shared RAS band (in TDM896

mode, the αn can be viewed as the ratio of the number of897

subframes that are assigned to this link over the total number898

of subframes per frame), we can represent the new channel899

capacity of link n as900

C̃n =
ηnGn

βn
(Bn + αnΔB), n ∈ N (12)901

where ΔB is the bandwidth of the shared RAS band. Note that902

in TDM mode, αn can be adjusted according to the required903

RAS data rate due to the flexibility in subframe assignment 904

while in FDM mode, αn is fixed due to inflexibility/ infeasi- 905

bility of filtering between different links. Then, the data rate 906

maximization problem of the system can be represented as 907

max
{αn: n∈N}

TGSU + TUSG, 908

s.t. RSU = ζRUS, RGS = ζRSG,
∑
n∈N

αn + α0 = 1 909

(13) 910

where α0 is the proportion of the shared RAS band that is 911

assigned for guard band/period or other purposes and thus 912

cannot be used for data transmission. 913

B. Communication System Maximum Mean Supportable 914

Data Rate and RAO Data Rate Results 915

To evaluate the MMSDR of the integrated SCRAS, we con- 916

sider 3 cases of band utilization in the proposed paradigm, 917

which are i) the system uses the bands which are originally 918

assigned to SCS only, ii) the system uses the original SCS 919

bands and a shared RAS band in TDM mode, and iii) the 920

system uses the original SCS bands and a shared RAS band 921

in FDM mode. Note that when RAO data rate is 0, the 922

performance of case 1 can be viewed as the performance of 923

the original SCS. Table IV shows the parameters of the 4 links 924

we use in the performance evaluation, which is originated 925

from [44]. We choose the RAS band in 10.6 – 10.7 GHz as 926

the example shared RAS band. In addition, we consider each 927

link uses 20 MHz subband and the total guardband is 20 MHz 928

in the FDM mode. For TDM mode we configure each frame 929

with 100 subframes and each subframe has 1 ms duration. 930

The guard period in TDM mode is 11 ms and equivalent to 931

11 subframes. 932

Fig. 16 shows the relationship between the RAO data rate 933

per gateway and SCS MMSDR with different values of M 934

and outage probability Pout in the different band utilization 935

cases. As we can see from the figure, both of the spectrum 936

sharing modes (case 2 and 3) can afford more SCS data 937

transmission than case 1 in general. In addition, due to the 938

resource allocation flexibility, the TDM mode can achieve 939

higher SCS MMSDR than the FDD mode. Comparing the 940

SCS MMSDRs achieved by different modes, we can find out 941

that SCS has approximately 1.1 Gbps more data rate in the 942

TDM mode than in the original allocation when M = 5 and 943

0.33 Gbps more data rate when M = 2. In other words, if the 944

integrated SCRAS maintains the same MMSDR supported by 945

the original SCS (case 1 with 0 RAO data rate), it can support 946

approximately 0.4 Gbps RAO data rate when M = 5 and 947

3.8 Gbps when M = 2 with the new band from RAS. Since 948

the extra bandwidth of 0.1 GHz is relatively small compared 949

with the SCS’s original bandwidth of 6.9 GHz, the MMSDR 950

improvement over the original SCS is limited. Nevertheless, 951

several suitable RAS bands including 15.35 – 15.4 GHz, 22.21 952

– 22.5 GHz and, 23.6 – 24 GHz are around the LEO satellite 953

downlink bands and therefore greater improvement can be 954

achieved if the RAS side also shares these bands. 955

Fig. 16 also indicates how the bottleneck of the local system 956

MMSDRs is affected by the aggregate RAO data rate and the 957
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TABLE IV

PARAMETERS FOR THE LEO SCS LINKS

Fig. 16. Aggregate RAO data rate and SCS maximum mean supportable
data rate of the proposed integrated system for 3 band utilization cases.

number of satellites supported by the gateway. For M = 5, the958

SG link is the bottleneck link of the local system. On the other959

hand, for M = 2, the bottleneck link changes from the US link960

to the SG link when the RAO data rate increases from below961

3.5 Gbps to above 3.5 Gbps, which leads to slope changes of962

the corresponding curves. The different bottleneck links for963

M = 2 and 5 with the same RAO data rate are caused by964

the different SCS traffics on the SG link, which is related to965

the different values of M . Moreover, with the same bottleneck966

link, the two groups of curves (M = 2 and 5) overlap when967

RRAS > 3.5 Gbps. In this case, the RAO data occupies a968

large proportion of SG link capacity and the spectrum resource969

shared by RAS side is used only for increasing the capacity970

of the SG link.971

VI. RAO DATA TRANSPORT DESIGN972

A. Development of Data Transport973

Data acquisition and transport are the two critical parts of an974

RAO mission. For an RAO, the suitable satellite positions on975

the orbital surface which meet the angle requirement between976

the target direction and the zenith direction of the LEO977

telescope can be represented by a dome centered at the target978

direction C with arc radius Rob. Under this circumstance, the979

proposed SCRAS selects the L nearest gateways to the C for980

RAO data downlink transmission. In addition, we assume Nd,l981

LEO satellites directly connect the lth selected gateway and the982

connections between the LEO satellites and the gateways are983

based on the nearest neighbor criterion. As mentioned in [44], 984

a gateway can have 10 antennas (or more in some cases) and 985

one antenna can establish a two-way link connection with 986

one LEO satellite at a time. Therefore, for the performance 987

evaluation in this section, we assume a gateway connects to 988

at most the 10 nearest satellites above the minimum elevation 989

angle and the satellite selects the nearest gateway to set up a 990

two-way connection. Then, the total number of the gateway- 991

connected satellites of the selected L gateways Nd can be 992

represented as Nd =
∑L

l=1 Nd,l such that Nd,l ≤ 10. 993

A simple example of the connectivities among the involved 994

satellites and gateways is shown in Fig. 15(b) to illustrate the 995

considered problem. Then, with this model, we can analyze the 996

relationship between the SCS traffic and the supportable RAS 997

data rate and design the data transport strategy accordingly. 998

Despite our analysis is based on a snap-shot of the whole 999

RAO period, it can be extended to the whole RAO period by 1000

dividing the whole period into several fractional periods with 1001

fixed satellite-gateway connections. 1002

Assume the SG link traffic from SCS side of satellite i 1003

can be represented as a Poisson random variable xi (packets/ 1004

second) with a mean value λSG,i where i = 1, . . . , Nd. 1005

To guarantee the SCS SG link data transmission within a 1006

required outage probability Pout,req,SG and accomplishing the 1007

RAO data transmission, the affordable RAO data rate of the 1008

ith satellite RRAS,i is 1009

RRAS,i = max{C̃SG,i − ĈSG,i(Pout,req,SG), 0} (14) 1010

where ĈSG,i(Pout,req,SG) is the minimum capacity in the SG 1011

link that needs to be assigned to SCS to meet the outage prob- 1012

ability requirement Poutage,req,SG. Thus, the total supportable 1013

RAO data rate is RRAS =
∑Nd

i=1 RRAS,i. Eq. (14) indicates 1014

that a larger RAO data rate can be accommodated with more 1015

gateways or at the cost of either higher SCS outage probability 1016

or smaller SCS average traffic using the same number of 1017

gateways. 1018

After obtaining the total supportable RAO data rate of the 1019

selected gateways, another data transport problem is how to 1020

allocate the RAO data rate of the working LEO telescopes to 1021

the selected gateways. As the RAO data is transmitted from 1022

the working LEO telescopes to the Nd gateway-connected 1023

satellites via Inter-Satellite Links (ISLs), a primary concern 1024

of this procedure is the relaying cost of the data. Suppose 1025

the LEO telescope j in the RAO region generates RAO data 1026

with date rate sj , and to make full use of the aggregate 1027

supportable RAO data rate and avoid congestion, we have 1028
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∑Ns
j=1 sj = RRAS =

∑Nd
i=1 RRAS,i where Ns is the number1029

of the working LEO telescopes in the RAO region. Then,1030

we can design the RAO data transport based on the Ns working1031

LEO telescopes as the sources and the Nd gateway-connected1032

satellites as the destinations.1033

Denoting the data flow (in terms of packets per second)1034

from the jth source to the ith destination as fj,i, we aim to1035

minimize the total relaying cost of the RAO data by optimizing1036

the allocation of the flows between the sources and the destina-1037

tions. However, for a certain source and destination pair, there1038

could be multiple paths depending on the connection topology1039

of the satellite network and hence the corresponding relaying1040

costs may vary. For the performance evaluation in this section,1041

we define the relaying cost of a source and a destination as1042

the number of ISL hops the data flow passed through. For1043

simplicity, we consider no maximum rate constraint to the1044

RAO data flow in ISLs and therefore the relaying cost from the1045

jth source to the ith destination cj,i is determined by the path1046

with the minimum number of ISL hops. Then, the minimum1047

cost RAO data flow allocation problem can be formulated as1048

min
{0≤fj,i}

Ns∑
j=1

Nd∑
i=1

cj,ifj,i,1049

s.t.
Ns∑
j=1

fj,i = RRAS,i, i = 1, . . . , Nd,1050

Nd∑
i=1

fj,i = sj , j = 1, . . . , Ns. (15)1051

This flow allocation problem can be recognized as a linear1052

programming problem and therefore can be solved with some1053

existing software such as MATLAB.1054

B. Data Transport Performance Results1055

In the simulation, we assume the RAO region is centered at1056

45◦N 100◦W with an observation radius Rob = 3000 km and1057

35 working LEO telescopes are in the region for the specific1058

snap-shot we consider. We apply the same FDM settings in the1059

previous section at all L gateways and assume the bandwidth1060

of the RAS band assigned to the SG link is 100 MHz. In addi-1061

tion, the mean traffic λSG,i of the ith satellite is generated by1062

a Poisson distribution with the mean of 1200 packets/s. The1063

RAO data rate of the working LEO telescopes is assumed to1064

be same and fixed in the period we evaluate so that sj =1065

RRAS/Ns, j = 1, . . . , Ns. The simulation results are based1066

on the average of 100 realizations of the random locations of1067

the gateways (where the minimum distance between any two1068

gateways is 1029 km) and of 100 realizations of the Poisson1069

distributed traffics.1070

Fig. 17 shows the results of the aggregate supportable RAO1071

data rate with different numbers of selected gateways under1072

different outage probability requirements of SCS. For the1073

same outage probability requirement, the aggregate support-1074

able RAO data rate increases with the number of selected1075

gateways, as more SG links are available. On the other hand,1076

for the same amount of selected gateways, the larger SCS1077

outage probability leads to large RAO data rate. The results1078

Fig. 17. RAO data rate versus the number of the selected gateways.

Fig. 18. RAO data packet relaying cost.

are consistent with the discussion of Eq. (14) in the previous 1079

subsection. 1080

Fig. 18 demonstrates the relationship between the average 1081

relaying cost per packet and the aggregate RAO data rate under 1082

different outage probability requirements of SCS. From the 1083

figure we can see that the relaying cost increases with the 1084

RAO data rate. This can be explained by that the growing 1085

RAS data rate requires more gateways at farther locations 1086

from the RAO region center to be involved and consequently 1087

it increases the average relaying cost. In addition, the slope of 1088

the curves in the figure varies as the RAO data rate increases, 1089

which is caused by the non-uniformly distributed locations of 1090

the selected gateways. As the gateways can only be placed 1091

on land, the shape of the land will affect the distribution of 1092

the locations of selected gateways and therefore results in a 1093

non-constant slope of the curves. Furthermore, for the RAO 1094

data rate, the higher SCS outage probability results in lower 1095

relaying cost per packet, which is due to that more RAO data 1096

rate can be accommodated to the gateways with lower relaying 1097

cost. 1098

VII. CONCLUSION 1099

In this paper, we investigated the RFI effect of the emerging 1100

large-scale LEO satellite system (using OneWeb LEO satellite 1101

system as an example) on the ground radio telescopes. As the 1102

communication beams of the LEO satellites cover almost 1103
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our entire planet, the RFI to the ground radio telescopes is1104

inevitable. Our evaluation shows that the potential RFI can1105

be tens of dB above the acceptable interference threshold of1106

the continuum observation, corrupting the radio astronomical1107

observations in the LEO satellites’ (adjacent) downlink bands.1108

On the other hand, with inherent high immunity to the RFI,1109

the VLBI observation can withstand the same level of RFI.1110

To reduce the RFI from the emerging large-scale LEO satel-1111

lites, we apply three existing methods namely transmission1112

muting, guardband insertion, and samples excision method.1113

Our numerical evaluation shows that although these methods1114

successfully reduce the average RFI levels for some of the1115

ground telescopes, they can cause significant capacity loss to1116

the LEO satellite system or severe sample loss to the ground1117

telescopes.1118

To address the large-scale LEO SCS’s RFI issue and1119

guarantee the performances of both the SCS and the RAS,1120

we proposed an integrated NGSO satellite communication and1121

radio astronomy system where the NGSO satellites are con-1122

figured as an infrastructure for both SCS and RAS. With the1123

proposed paradigm, the RAS can make continuum observation1124

in the LEO satellite downlink bands as well as other bands if1125

they are equipped the corresponding receivers in these bands.1126

In addition, the LEO telescopes can achieve larger maximum1127

baseline distance and larger number of simultaneous RAO in1128

most directions in VLBI observation compared to the existing1129

ground telescope VLBI networks. Moreover, as the proposed1130

paradigm causes negligible data loss to the ground telescopes,1131

the two types of telescopes can work together to further1132

improve the performance of the VLBI observation. The sensi-1133

tivity analysis also shows the advantages of the proposed space1134

telescopes over the existing ground telescopes. With the shared1135

RAS band, our new paradigm also increases the maximum1136

mean supportable data rate of the SCS. Furthermore, we also1137

developed a minimum cost RAO data transport design. Our1138

results show that the data rates can be traded off between SCS1139

and RAS, and a larger RAS data can be transported from space1140

to ground at the cost of larger numbers of inter-satellite hops1141

and gateways. Overall, the performance results collaborate that1142

the proposed paradigm offers mutual benefits to both SCS and1143

RAS and facilitates growth of both services.1144
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